South Darley Primary School News

Whitehall Special 2019

Monday 20th—Arrival, mountain biking and climbing
17 excited pupils, 25 large bags, several pairs of walking shoes and one coach later, the journey commenced.
Last minute circumstances meant that Miss Gill had stepped into the breach after Mrs Worth was unable to
attend for the first 24 hours. Mr Sanderson travelled with the children and Miss Gill followed convoy style in her
car.
Rooms allocated, beds decided, it was time for the first activity—a fire drill! After lunch, one group spent the
afternoon on the mountain biking track whilst the others tackled the climbing wall. This was swiftly followed by a
short period of free time before tea was served—pizza wedges and a fabulous strawberry mousse. Our night
hike started with a beautiful wander by the reservoir and ended with a strenuous walk over the hills with a
gorgeous view back down to Whitehall (there may have been a short period in the middle when we weren’t entirely on the right path but it was good fun!)

Bed-time soon
arrived—hot chocolate
and PJ’s ensured that
every one was sleepy
and all the lights were
out by 10:30pm.

Psalm 116.5: The LORD is gracious and righteous; our God is full of compassion
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Tuesday 21st— Canoeing, rock scrambling, mountain biking and learning to be
secret agents!
All were up and about by 6:30am (the girls decided they needed to ask permission to turn their dormitory light
on9.). Room inspections were taken very seriously by the girls who made sure everything was immaculate
unlike the boys9.! During our sausage and spaghetti hoop breakfast Mrs Worth and Miss Payne arrived and
Miss Gill duly departed back to school ready for infant lessons.

Mr Sanderson was the first one to get a drenching in the canoe group—it was a surprise there was any water left
after he had waded out! Mrs Worth’s canoe group were really competitive and raced against each other whilst
Jacks canoe buddies all decided it was quicker to swim than canoe so they jumped in to the reservoir! The
mountain bike group challenged themselves to balance on see-saw’s, bike down some stairs and follow a difficult
course through the woods...all really enjoyed themselves with only a few tumbles off the bikes.
Psalm 116.5: The LORD is gracious and righteous; our God is full of compassion
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Following a scrummy tea (spaghetti bolognaise followed by
ginger cake and custard—guess the children who had 5 bowls
of this each??!!) it was secret agent time9.can you spot the
staff members hiding out on their ‘mission’? Mrs Worth and Mr
Sanderson managed to ‘hide’ for nearly an hour before they
were discovered! The tuck shop opened before bedtime and
all the children managed to spend up before it was time to
retire to bed in preparation for the ‘Adventure Day’ the next
day.

Wednesday 22nd—Adventure Day!
After a hearty breakfast the groups set off for their adventure
day—first stop—a bridge to abseil off! Mr Wilde joined the
children this morning and was thrown in the deep end with the
first activity of the day— the pictures show Mr Wilde and the
group getting ready and the view looking over the bridge back
down to the ground. Everyone completed abseiling and rock
climbing on the buttress and the majority chose to complete
the larger 70ft drop.

Psalm 116.5: The LORD is gracious and righteous; our God is full of compassion
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In the evening it was a fish and chip
supper followed by shelter building! The
children were put into groups of 4 and
were awarded points for design and
teamwork. Once completed the children
were surprised to find there would be
bonus points for storm proofing—yes,
Mr Wilde, Mr Sanderson and Mrs M had
the enjoyable task of throwing buckets of
water at the shelters while the children
were inside! Most
remained dry but
Martha got drenched!
Fortunately it was time
for hot showers and a
cup of hot chocolate
before a welcome bed
time!

Psalm 116.5: The LORD is gracious and righteous; our God is full of compassion
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Thursday 23rd—Ropes Course, Leap of Faith, Climbing Wall and Rock Scrambling
Another big day for all the children!

Today in the morning the children undertook several
more exciting activities in perfect weather conditions.
One group completed the ropes course, the zip wire
and also the leap of faith whilst the other went rock
scrambling.
The leap of faith involves walking from
one high platform to another (obviously perfectly
safely, fully harnessed up). Pleasingly many of the
children that had been too nervous to abseil off the
bridge the previous day were able to complete the
leap of faith. It shows how their confidence has grown
over the course of the week.
Many children have said that the rock scrambling was their
favourite activity and even though it was challenging to climb
up big boulders the children were really pleased to complete
it.
In the evening they completed an activity called ‘The Woods
Have Eyes’ in which teams have to work together to find the
mini aliens lurking in the woods. Somehow the aliens seemed
to mysteriously keep multiplying but our fearless teams kept
on collecting them until they were tired and ready for bed.

Psalm 116.5: The LORD is gracious and righteous; our God is full of compassion
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Friday 24th—Caving
The last day! Happy but very tired children had to pack their bags, clean their rooms and completely sort themselves out before embarking on a caving adventure. All children bravely entered the caving system and were guided around on hands and knees. On their return to the centre
they had to clean their cave suits before having lunch and taking part in a debrief with
their instructors. Then it was back on the bus and back to their families who we are sure
had missed them terribly!

A very big thank you to Miss Gill, Mrs Worth, Mr Sanderson, Mr Wilde and Miss
Payne for helping our pupils at Whitehall and to Mrs Fletcher, Mrs Hardy, Mr
Wilde, Miss Payne and Mrs Manning for ensuring school runs smoothly whilst the
pupils were at Whitehall.

Psalm 116.5: The LORD is gracious and righteous; our God is full of compassion

